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GEJ JOHN DEERE • Moline, Illinois 
"WHEREVER CROPS GRO W, THERE 'S A GROWING DEMAND FOR JOHN DEERE FARM EQUIPMENT" 
Lubrication of enclosed parts can now be 
inspected without disassembly. Standard 
Oil scientists have developed the instru-
ment system shown here which measures 
the presence or absence of the required 
lubricant on concealed parts by checking 
the ability of the entire assembly to cut 
down radiation passed through it. 
How to ~~see~~ without lool{ing 
At a final inspection station how would you 
make sure that enclosed parts were properly 
lubricated? Until recently, if you really wanted 
to know, you had to remove the housing, dis-
assemble the mechanism-a costly, time-
consuming process-and take a look. 
But now Standard Oil research has solved 
the problem with a new instrument system 
that does away with disassembly. It passes 
radiation through the assembly and measures 
the amount that gets through. Inspectors can 
tell whether or not the proper level of lubricant 
is present without looking inside. 
This remarkable device is just one of hun-
dreds of ways in which Standard has helped 
industry solve problems connected with lubri-
cation. It was developed by a team of Standard 
Oil scientists and engineers who saw the need 
for a new approach to an old problem. 
Such creative thinking is the product of the 
atmosphere in which Standard Oil scientists 
work. They have the time, the equipment and 
the opportunity to contribute to the progress 
of their industry and their country. That is 
why so many young scientists have chosen to 
build satisfying careers with Standard Oil. 
STANDARD OIL COMPANY 
910 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO 80, ILLINOIS THE SIGN OF PROGRESS ... 
THROUGH RESEARCH 
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Cover 
What could be better for a cover 
picture on these wintery days than 
two people skating on Iowa States' 
natural ice rink- Lake LeV erne? The 
two graceful individuals skating to-
wards the camera are Sally Breur and 
Collin Thatcher. 
Both of these individuals have been 
skating almost since they were able 
to walk. Sally is an amateur figure 
skater of some standing and Collin 
played quite a bit of hockey on a 
semi-professional basis before break-
ing his leg in a game. By the way, 
both of these people are now going 
to school here at Iowa State. 
The color photograph is another 
example of the process developed 
here and the cover was designed by 
Roger Albertson. 
Why We Combined 
When our readers pick up this issue 
of the magazine many of them will 
probably be a little surprised and per-
haps bewildered why it is called the 
I ow a Homemaker and Agriculturist. 
For a number of years various stu-
dents and staff members have been 
suggesting the possibility of combin-
ing the I ow a Homemaker and I ow a 
Agriculturist into one magazine. Per-
haps some of you who are familiar 
with the history of the two magazines 
will recall that in the beginning they 
were combined. However, the two sep-
arated many years ago and have been 
individual organizations ever since. 
With the coming of so many cam-
pus publications that depend on ad-
vertising in recent years the two staffs 
decided to conduct this experiment 
and see whether it would be feasible 
and profitable for them to combine 
once again. Result - the issue you are 
now reading. 
After all the data are accumulated 
it will be presented to the publication 
boards of each magazine along with 
suggestions for either a permanent 
combination or a continuation of the 
present policy. Next month the two 
will be separate again . 
Homemaker and Agriculturist 
• • • 
H OW MANY families are saving trading stamps? According to 
statistics two out of three families do. 
Many of us shop at stores just for the 
simple reason that they give stamps 
rather than going to a store where 
the prices may be a few cents lower, 
the same merchandise, and no stamps. 
But are these stamps good or bad? 
It seems to this writer, trading 
stamps make four distinct contribu-
tions to the economy of this nation. 
First, a number of independent sur-
veys show that trading stamps make 
the consumer feel as if this is a pain-
less way to save a little something 
back for a "rainy day" while at the 
same time purchasing something of 
immediate value. 
Secondly, it appears that trading 
stamps help to increase the effective-
ness of competition in retailing since 
they may be used to attract more 
trade where price reductions are not 
feasible. There is also another side 
to this argument and that is in many 
cases the retailer may introduce trad-
ing stamps and at the same time 
reduce his prices. This becomes a 
reality when the trading stamps at-
tract enough new customers to offset 
both the cost of the stamp plan and 
that of reducing prices. 
Another social value of trading 
stamps, according to some independ-
ent studies, show that they are es-
pecial! y bel pful to the smaller re-
tailers. The reason for this is that 
the smaller stores find it easier to 
obtain the sales increases necessary 
for stamps to be profitable. 
And finally, since stamps are given 
only to those making cash payments, 
they tend to eliminate the use of 
excessive credit. Excessive credit is 
not only costly to retailers, but also 
jeopardizes the family budget as so 
many of us well know. 
There have been many and varied 
attempts by the courts and legisla-
tures to ban the use of trading stamps. 
The attempts at restriction or pro-
hibition have generally taken three 
forms-outright prohibitions, imposi-
tion of taxes or regulations so out-
rageous as to make the issuance of 
trading stamps impossible, and the 
classification of trading stamps as a 
"gift enterprise. " 
january, 1959 
Except for two lower court Federal 
Decisions, the courts have universally 
held gift enterprise acts unconstitu-
tional based on the grounds that 
trading stamps involve no element of 
chance, and therefore are not a gift 
enterprise. 
-The Editors 
DO 
TRADING STAMPS 
Cheat YOU 
As A CONSUMER? 
Many people have long argued against the trading stamp business. But whether we like to 
admit it or not the trading stamp business is here to stay and helps the nation's economy. 
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Junior Debs ... you're invited to look ahead toward spring with our 
"early bird" 
Betty Barclay cottons 
Crisp, bright, brand new cottons keynote our excit-
ing early bird collection by Betty Barclay. Choose a 
whirling full skirt, a cleverly tailored two-piecer, a 
sophisticated sheath or a versatile jacket dress. 
You'll find them all here in a wide range of luscious 
spring colors. Sketched only three of our many 
styles. Think spring now, and join us for our ''early 
bird" cotton showing! 
-' 1. Two-piece Arnel@ and cotton, fitted top with short 
sleeves, high, r ound neckline, with detachable dotted ker-
chief, permanently pleated skirt. Navy or flame r-ed. 7 to 15. 
10.98 
2. Pin dot cotton and Cupioni jacket dress. Three-quarter 
length sleeved jacket lined with r-ed pique tops full skirted 
dress with high round neckline trimmed with pique col1ar, 
sh:ort sleeves, wide cummerbund. Red or navy with white 
dots. 7 to 15. 14.98 
3. Tie print Clotton, button trim sleeves, k erchief 
neckline. Green or red. 7 to 15. 9.98 
-JUNIOR DEB SHOP: THIRD FLOOR; EAST 
and All Younkers Branch Stores 
VOlUNK1EJR§ 
"Satisfaction Alwa s" 
Get lost on a . .. 
'Treasure Island' 
By Sandra Cruickshank 
L AND AHOY! .. . Safe at last on a deserted island! 
Clear the decks for a whale of a party with all 
your shipmates this cold J anuary. A ship wreck party 
is just the thing to warm the atmosphere and pay back 
your social obligations acquired during the Christmas 
season. Invite your guests to the party with a gay verse 
rolled up inside a pill bottle, as if a message had been 
cast away from the stricken ship. Suggestions for cos-
tumes are: old fashioned swimming suits with high 
heels, necklaces, and earrings; old navy costumes; an 
old wool suit; hula skirts; and even pirate costumes with 
daggers are fun. Additions could be a child's inner tube, 
water wings, a shower cap or a life jacket. 
In the dining room make a big sign showing the 
menu. 
Emergency Rations 
"whale burgers" -hamburgers "sea biscuits" -buns 
pork 'n beans 
"seaweed salad" - cole slaw "root tray" -relishes 
coffee 
Label parts of your house with navy terms. First have 
the guests "Walk the Plank" to enter the house. Other 
ideas are: 
"Stand By To Be Picked Up"-front hall 
"Hatchway Below Decks"-basement door 
"Passageway"-hall "The Ladder"-stairs 
"Bulkhead" -wall "Portholes" -windows 
"The Galley"-kitchen "Deck"-floor 
"Bunkrooms" -bedrooms "The Head" -bathroom 
"Poop Deck" -landing "Ward Room" -dining room 
If you serve supper, send everyone out on a treasure 
hunt or scavenger hunt right after the meal. This will 
give you time to straighten the house, wash dishes, put 
the kids to bed, and set up other games. Items to use 
January, 1959 
/ 
Just imagine being caught with 
these characters on an island 
after the ship was abandoned. 
for a scavenger hunt could include a fish net, yach ting 
hat, officer's hat, picture of Admiral Byrd, bosun's 
whistle, copy of Moby Dick, officer's stripes, navy bean, 
etc. 
In a large room, bean bag golf is fun. Use old mixing 
bowls, gardening pots, laundry baskets, or flower pots 
as holes. Old fashioned mixing games can develop into 
exciting, competitive team sports. Be sure to put people 
who came together on different teams. The latest in 
musical chairs is to have the husbands or dates find the 
chair and the women find a lap. 
During the early part of the evening circulate among 
the guests doing "out of order" things. Put a pin on a 
tie, a cigarette behind an ear of someone who doesn't 
smoke, rubber band around the instep of a shoe, or a 
bobby pin in a man's hair. Use your imagination in 
thinking up ideas. Allow only 5 or 10 minutes for peo-
ple to find all "mistakes" on others and give a nice 
prize to the winner instead of the silly things given for 
other games. 
Use old pill bottles to send the invitations and make 
the many odd signs on cardboard or a stiff white paper. 
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. How Funk's-G fits tnto your career tn Agriculture 
• Bill Falck, '58, Funk's-G 1s a 
District Sales Manager 
Bill Falck is a new "full-timer" with Funk's 
G-Hybrids, but he is no stranger to the organi-
zation. For three summers he worked in the 
Funk's-G sales and production departments 
while attending Iowa State. 
Bill grew up on a dairy farm near Aurora, 
Iowa, and spent four years in the Navy before 
entering Iowa State. He graduated in February 
1958 with a major in Agricultural Education. 
Now Bill lives in Knoxville; is in charge of 
Funk's-G sales for the counties of that area. 
His job- to help his dealers serve their cus-
tomers better. Above he is showing a group of 
them the results of Funk's-G research evalua-
tion tests this past summer. 
FUNK BROS. SEED CO. 
Belle Plaine, Iowa 
Funk's G · Hyl;> rigs Developed by World -Wide Research, and Grown in U. S., Canada, Italy, Spain, Argentina 
H omemaker and Agriculturist 
Confined Raising Aids 
Multiple Farrowing 
By Ken Krause 
ONE OF THE topics that is currently undergoing a great 
deal of discussion in agriculture is changes that are taking 
place in hog production methods. Heading the list of ideas that 
might help hog farmers to maintain or increase their farm pro-
fits are multiple farrowing, raising in confinement on concrete, 
and balanced rations. These ideas aren't completely new, but 
have been modified over a period of years. 
The McClean County System of Swine Sanitation was intro-
duced in 1919. This system used rotated pasture for both breed-
ing and fattening herds. '1\Tith this system the conventional one-
litter systems of hog production are common. The one-litter 
system is associated with sows farrowing on pasture in the sum-
mertime and the two-litter system usually is a program with 
gilts that farrow in the spring and then are rebred to farrow in 
the fall. 
Since the introduction of the McClean County System, re-
search workers have stressed the improvement of details, and 
have not generally advocated revolutionized systems of produc-
tion. It is difficult for the producer to bring together these de-
tails and develop a new system. Consequently when researchers 
and others began to consolidate the great masses of research 
findings into a new system of production involving radically 
different methods, farmers showed much interest. Established 
farmers, too, wished to learn about the new multiple farrowing systems and 
This elevator-type building was constructed 
for storing, mixing, and grinding rations. 
january, 1959 
confinement raising methods. 
In the new multiple farrowing 
system which emerged, several groups 
of sows are kept and farrowings are 
spread over several different months. 
This may involve the complete or 
partial confinement on concrete. 
Thus multiple farrowing has joined 
the expansion of the conventional 
systems of production as a method 
of increasing volume. 
Some observers contend that multi-
ple farrowing uses facilities more 
fully than conventional systems, thus 
reducing fixed costs in investment 
per unit of output. However, new 
management problems arise with 
confinement and increased intensity. 
Labor requirements are more evenly 
distributed over the year, but more 
total labor may be required. 
The owner-operated Joe Wise farm 
near Storm Lake is a 160-acre ex-
ample of an operation that has con-
solidated many new swine raising 
ideas. Wise has averaged 703 pigs 
marketed from the farm during the 
past five years. 
A complete balanced ration is mixed and 
ground through this home-made system of 
grainery equipment. Self-feeders keep a 
constant supply of feed before the hogs. 
A small laying flock, crop acres 
and the hog enterprises keep Wise 
and a full-time hired hand busy all 
year. 
Wise has constructed an elevator 
type building which he uses to grind 
and mix balanced feeding rations. A 
horse barn has now been remodeled 
to serve as a growing area for pigs 
after they are moved from the far-
rowing house. Large, open-type 
sheds ad joined by cement floors pro-
vide fattening space. 
A steam unit is used to keep the 
large concrete areas clean. In this 
type of operation, sanitation is a 
must. This is one reason why multi-
ple farrowing and raising in confine-
ment on concrete may never replace 
the conventional methods of swine 
production for many farmers. 
Adoption to multiple farrowing 
and confinement on concrete may be 
hampered by two other important 
limitations -larger capital require-
ments and greater attention to all 
management phases of the hog en-
terprise. 
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FROM A BANANA tree to the 
common carnation, the college 
greenhouses display color and green-
ery in a welcome contrast to the drab, 
cold January outside. 
If you enter the greenhouse from 
the south door which faces toward 
Curtiss Hall, you will find yourself 
transported to the tropics. In this 
tropical house, you can wander 
among palms and banana trees, fig 
trees and lemon trees. 
Kept at a temperature between 70 
and 75 degrees Fahrenheit, this house 
displays a collection of many kinds 
of typical fruits and ornamentals 
from tropical areas. One of the in-
teresting trees is a southern hemi-
sphere version of the white pine 
called the Norfolk Island Pine. Its 
leaves shape into intriguing whorls. 
In addition to the fruit trees men-
tioned there are also orange trees 
and cumquats. vVith the exception 
of the lemon tree, none of these are 
bearing fruit at the present time, 
but a summer visit might find this 
situation reversed. 
Some of the ornamentals here in-
clude Bougainvilae, a climbing 
shrub having numerous flowers, and 
taro, a plant whose roots are used 
for food in tropical countries. The 
roots are ground, mixed into a paste 
and allowed to ferment, making a 
food called poi. Here the plant Is 
used only for an ornamental. 
One house visitors always want to see is 
the tropical house. Here, at temperatures be-
tween 70 and 75 degrees Fahrenheit, are 
grown typical specimens of many tropical 
fruits and ornamentals. The tree pictured at 
the upper right is a Varigated Fig. This does 
not bear edible fruit, but the specimen in 
this greenhouse is one of the few in exist-
ence. Directly below the fig is an example o[ 
the Rattan palm from which the popular 
Rattan summer furniture is made. One o( 
the interesting tropical fruits not included 
in the picture is the Ponderosa Lemon. This 
tree is bearing large lemons at the present 
time and is one of the few trees which also 
has flowers and green fruit at the same time. 
Other fruits are oranges, figs and cumquats. 
Homemaker and Agriculturist 
Banana Trees to Roses 
One variety in the tropical green-
house which often draws comment 
is a relative of the lilly called the 
Glory-Bower. Because this plant 
closely resembles a corn plant, many 
people question the use of corn as a 
part of a tropical display. 
If you take any one of the three 
vine-covered doorways out of the 
tropical room, you will find your-
self in a combination classroom, re-
search center. Here is the main work 
of the greenhouses. Almost all class-
es in Horticulture use the green-
house in some way. Courses in green-
house management and plant pro-
pagation are particularly active here. 
The girls aren't left out either. A 
very popular course among Home 
Economics majors is Horticulture 
146, Home Floriculture and Flower 
Arrangement. The instructors en-
deavor to make this a very practical 
as well as enjoyable course, one of 
the goals being to get your "hands in 
the dirt" during each class period. 
Many of the greenhouse doors are 
marked with the name of some re-
search project. Research is carried on 
by members of the staff, either inde-
pendently or as part of United States 
Department of Agriculture projects. 
A product of research here that is 
now becoming widespread is a new 
geranium variety called Pink Cloud 
which was developed by Profe.>sor 
E. C. Volz. Other present research 
projects include further work with 
geranium breeding, rose breeding, 
lilly diseases and pot plant soils. 
U.S.D.A. projects include work with 
potatoes and onions. 
Another minor project of the 
greenhouse is sales. Only surplus ma-
terials are sold in the sales room, ·wd 
they are not graded. However, it is 
possible to purchase house pbnls 
and cut varieties there at reasonable 
pnces. 
The greenhouse is open to visitors 
from 8 to 11:30 a.m. Monday through 
Saturday and from 1:10 to 4:10p.m. 
Monday through Friday. 
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Above: One of the most popular items in 
the greenhouse is the banana tree, here 
pictured from above. Each stem of this 
tree will fruit once, die back, and then 
re-shoot. The fruit stalk comes from the 
center of the leaf cluster. The banana 
tree is only one of many tropical fruits 
and ornamentals at the greenhouse. 
Right: An employee shifts specimens from 
small pots to larger ones. This must be 
done several times during the growing 
period of most plants in the greenhouse. 
Below: Typical of the garden roses which 
are brought into bloom early for breed· 
ing purposes is this beauty. This is done 
to achieve a better seed set. Many of the 
roses to be used in current research will 
be in bloom by the end of February. Rose 
breeding is the project of Dr. G. J. Buck, 
Assistant Professor of Horticulture. 
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A GUIDE ... A FRIEND ... A SERVICE 
... yes, for more than 100 years, Wallaces Farmer has served the farmers of 
Iowa. Year-round, farm families depend on Wallaces Farmer to bring them 
up-to-date, practical information on their business of farming. 
W allaces Farmer editors aim to give their readers a better understanding of 
the new developments in farming practices. Articles in W allaces Farmer in-
clude suggestions for current operations as well as in the months ahead. Far-
mers depend on W allaces Farmer for information ... and they get it! 
Iowa farmers choose Wallaces Farmer 4 to 1 over other papers 
and magazines carrying farming information . . . according to 
"lnFARMation Please #3", an information source study of Iowa 
farm families by the Statistical Laboratory of Iowa State College. 
WALLACES 
FARMER DES MOINES 
Homemaker and Agriculturist 
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Your Stake in Iowa State~ 
Next 100 Years . .. 
Next 100 years,.---.challenges facing 
ISC will be even greater than those 
during its 1st 100 years . . . 
And, you -the ISC student - are 
the most important factor in the 
challenge. 
We're Confident You 
Will Get the Job Done 
We're sure you will meet this challenge with the aid of com pi-
tent instructors, extensive research, and serious, hard work. The 
challenge for ISC is to provide the citizen of Iowa and the rest 
of the U.S. with a better way of life. 
Throughout the years to come, AMES RELJABLE will work 
with the leaders of ISC in anyway to further progress in Iowa 
and the U.S. 
AMES, IOWA 
I Was A H ousehusband 
For Nine Months 
By Norm Engle 
The author and Jeffery, age eight months, who 
inspired "Househusband." Expecting a baby 
means many things such as being a critic for 
the wife's new "tent" clothes and still finding 
time enough to carry out his regular study habits. 
I MPENDING fatherhood is noted 
for bringing out the incapabilities 
and frustrations in men. It's a choice 
topic for cartoonists. Personally, after 
having experienced the birth of my 
first child, I'm inclined to agree 
with what people say can happen to 
a man during the long wait. 
His wife wants to eat weird combi-
nations of food and expects him to 
know things even her doctor can't 
explain. It's my opinion that this is 
merely the way the little woman 
shares with us the tremeridous job 
she has ahead. Left to herself she 
would probably go about her busi-
ness calmly and serenely, efficient! y 
bringing her little one into the 
world. 
The books say the father-to-be 
should share in every way he can 
during the trials and tribulations of 
pregnancy. So from the day my wife 
came home and announced, "We're 
having a baby," I began in my con-
fused, befuddled way to aid her. In 
the next nine months I experienced 
a first hand account of nature at 
work. Abruptly we found ourselves 
in an entirely different world. 
My wife underwent mental and 
physical changes, becoming depres-
sed, energetic, and moody all at the 
same time. Many strange notions 
came into her head. 
Fortunately for me, my wife is a 
healthy individual so I can't sympa-
thize with fellows who are plagued 
by morning sickness. Friends of mine 
who had already become fathers told 
me of contending with cracker 
12 
crumbs and corn flakes in bed. Not 
having these things, I considered my-
self lucky. 
When it came to building "tents," 
and baby clothes, however, I was on 
the verge of hair-pulling. No matter 
where I was I'd be called for an 
opinion. 
What did I know about sewing? 
Yet, I was required to consul on 
everything from size to ribbon selec-
tion. Because I have an infinite 
prowess around the kitchen, my wife 
also cons.idered me an accomplished 
seamstress. 
The next thing I knew, my wife 
was bringing home vitamins in a 
baby bottle. I never did discover 
who they were intended to help, the 
baby, Doris, or both. I must admit 
it was a very creative idea by some-
one as it helped solve the bottle buy-
ing problem. 
A pregnant woman has an appeal-
ing wholesome look to me, but no 
matter how much I told Doris this, 
she had to be reassured that her 
bulging shape was not making her 
unattractive. The baby grew, and 
Doris got bigger until it was almost 
like having a "bull moose" in the 
house. 
A change in size also brought 
other changes. At the least little as-
sumption that there was movement, 
I had to come running so I could 
feel too. Before this ended, I was in 
shape for a berth on the Olympic 
track team. 
I had made it quite clear with the 
doctor on our first visit that if he 
didn't come through with a boy, he 
wouldn't get any more of our busi-
ness. Our last trip to the clinic re-
sulted in chaos. Doris came home 
saying the doctor told her to come 
to the hospital Thursday morning 
to have the baby. I wondered what 
kind of a quack he must be. 
Calling the doctor to find out what 
was going on, I was told there was 
nothing to worry about. By some 
long medical term, he said Doris had 
a mild case of high blood pressure. 
But Doris wasn't to be outguessed 
by any doctor. She had made up her 
mind not to wait till Thursday, and 
about three o'clock she wok me to 
say she was having pains. I rolled 
over, told her it wasn't Thursday 
and assured her she was having 
halucinations. Minutes later I found 
myself driving her to the hospital, 
the doctor confirming that it was the 
right time. Luckily, neither of us had 
a hard time at the hospital. I was 
in the midst of taking finals at 
school and spent most of the time 
in the waiting room studying. 
As it turned out, the doctor's first 
prophecy was correct. We're now the 
proud and happy parents of a son. 
It's lucky for the doctor that he came 
through on his promise too - for it 
looks as if we'll be doing business 
with him again soon. 
I hope I can stand up as well for 
the rest as I did for the first. How-
ever, if hair pulling is any indica-
tion, I still have a lot to go through 
yet, and a lot of men never do get 
bald. 
HomemakeT and AgTicultuTist 
THE LATEST FARMING TRENDS 
frotn the pens of America's great men in agriculture. 
YOURS • • • through 
Succe-1.1 uf :Jarming 
Successful Farming is proud to share with Iowa State Col-
lege the state of Iowa as its home base . . . proud of the 
more than 40 ISC graduates who are members of the Mere-
dith Publishing Company family. 
Included in that family is Successful Farming's editor, Dick 
V. Hanson, ISC, 1948. He joined the company in 1949, and 
was named executive editor in September, 1955. On Dec. 1, 
1957, he was appointed editor, succeeding Kirk Fox, ISC, 
1920, who retired and was named editor emeritus. Hanson 
attended public schools near his parent's farm at Whitte-
more, Iowa, and graduated in Agricultural Journalism from 
Iowa State College in 1948. Among organizations in which 
he is active are Dairy Science Association, Society of Ani-
mal Production, and American A g. Editors Association. 
As SUCCESSFUL FARMING has guided your families and 
other agricultural leaders throughout the heart of America 
(total circulation, over 1,307, 000) , it will serve you. 
Dick V. Hanson, Editor 
Successful Farming 
Sen;ing the Nation's Best Farm Families in the Agricultural H eart of America 
Is the Keynote of the Successful Farming Enterprise. 
MEREDITH PUBLISHING COMPANY 
DES MOINES, lOW A 
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WHAT'S AN 
By Eldean Borg 
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A N AG! What is he? A fellow in 
bib overalls and strawhat, 
pitchfork in hand ... Not always. The 
Ag is a mixture of many ingredients. 
He is seen in different ways by those 
who "know" him well. 
The engineer sees the Ag as "a 
man without a slide rule." While the 
engineer is memorizing the boiling 
tern perature of concrete and the re-
lationship of A to x, the Ag can be 
found studying such interesting 
things as the number of Leghorn 
hens allowed on one roost or the fall 
of the hog price in China resulting 
from U.S. corn exports to Spain. 
The engineer constantly ribs the Ag 
about the "snap" farm courses, but 
would trade his slide rule to know 
what transmissible gastro-enteritis 
really is. 
To his roommate, the Ag is the 
unsolvable problem who leaves his 
Agronomy soil samples in the mid-
dle of the room or trudges into the 
room with a trouser-cuff filled with 
weed seed after spending an after-
noon lab at the Agronomy farm. 
Often the roommate can waken from 
a deep sleep to hear the Ag mum-
bling something about the chromo-
some numbers in Angus bulls. 
The Ag as seen by the registrar is 
the bearer of drop slips during the 
first two weeks of any quarter. He is 
also part of the aggregation which 
causes enrollment to drop during 
the spring quarter with the expla-
nation, "Dad needs help at home." 
The chemistry instructor looks at 
the Ag and sees someone who de-
mands to know why his major 
should require chemistry? The in-
structor also avoids an explanation 
of chemical fertilizers if there's an 
Ag in the class in order to save pres-
tige. 
The closest contact Mom and Dad 
have with "their" Ag is a B-I-L-L 
and the weekly laundry cases which 
contain some odd looking shirts and 
trousers called ivy league that "he 
must have bought at Ames to sup-
plement his Levis and FFA jacket." 
The prospective employer looks at 
an Ag senior and sees a personnel 
sheet that reads like an issue of the 
agricultural encyclopedia. There are 
courses included from every branch 
of agriculture imaginable and in-
variably two or three quarters of 
Genetics 300. 
The Ag pictures himself as the 
most overworked person on the cam-
pus. After just four years of school, 
at Iowa State, he can talk to you 
about pruning grape vines or the di-
gestive system of a milk cow. He can 
also tell you the expected progeny 
from a Holstein-Hereford cross, or 
the clay content of Clarion-Webster 
soil. 
Often the Ag is the boy who left 
the farm to go to college to learn all 
about some business related to agri-
culture. Upon learning more about 
the farm, however, he decides to re-
turn to the farm and take over the 
"home forty." 
During a five minute visit with an 
Ag, you'll find he's well-versed on 
such complicated matters as dating 
an Iowa State coed, Cardinal Guild, 
the honor system (and why it won't 
work) , the "Daily", and the art of 
learning how to sleep through Satur-
day classes. 
The Ag takes jokes from the engi-
neer and the scientist with tongue in 
cheek and even feels a bit sorry for 
them because they haven' t yet dis-
covered the most interesting, diversi-
fied, and rewarding study known to 
man - that of agriculture. 
Homemaker and Agriculturist 
WHAT'S A 
by Marty Keeney 
W HEN IOWA STATE College 
and one green freshman girl 
meet, and there's one part dreams of 
the future and three parts home ec 
department and a dash of campus 
moonlight, a home ec major 1s 
bound to happen . 
A home ec major comes in all 
shades of assorted colors - white, 
brown, red, black, and yellow; and 
tips the scale anywhere from 98 to 
200 pounds. Regardless of. shape or 
color, when she puts on her white 
foods uniform, she is in uniform. 
Five friends has every home ec 
major; her hopes, her hair net, her 
test file, her lab partner, and her 
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diploma. Five enemies has every 
home ec; eight o'clocks, mid-term 
slips, pop quizzes, alarm clocks, and 
the gal whose tests are always two 
points higher. 
A home ec is a "Jill" of all trades. 
She is a bacteriologist, a physicist, a 
chemist, a psychologist, a sociologist, 
and an interior decorator, a costume 
designer, and artist and blue-ribbon 
cook. 
She can repair a toaster, distin-
guish between a burner and a unit, 
analyze a sibling rivalry, braise a 
pot-roast, construct or demolish a 
pizza, and be kissed under a campa-
nile. 
A home ec likes Saturday nights, 
quarter breaks, movies, new clothes, 
novels, food, babies and kittens, ball 
games and men. She detests Saturday 
morning classes, final week, old 
clothes, room cleaning and midnight 
oil burning. 
A home ec has a desk full of half-
used tempra paints, old calorie 
charts, T & C books, campus calen-
dars, history texts, old physics tests, 
letters tied in blue ribbon, empty 
coke bottles, and gum wrappers. 
A home ec is at ease in maroon 
gym shorts and tennis shoes or in a 
black cocktail dress and silver slip-
pers. She can discuss the world situ-
ation or the price of cabbage. She 
can prepare a meal fit for a king, 
then ruin your appetite by telling 
you its mineral content. She can 
play bridge as well as she can memor-
ize the functions of the cerebral cor-
tex. 
She knows as she leaves the cam-
pus with her diploma under her arm 
whether she develops new food from 
coal tar or feeds a hungry hoard of 
five, she can compete in a man's 
world in a woman's way. 
A home ec is, by necessity, an ef-
ficiency expert. She has learned by 
bitter experience to plan, control, 
and evaluate her time. She can sand-
wich a haircut between an English 
mid-term and a Monday night bas-
ketball game. She can cram for a 
Lab test while designing a poster 
for the next meeting of the Home Ec. 
Education Club. 
A home ec is well-rounded in many 
ways. She is exposed to the arts as 
she attends the Messiah at Christ-
mas or the Minneapolis Symphony 
Orchestra at the Armory. As she 
tastes her way through souffles and 
pies during her many hours of foods 
courses, she becomes well-rounded at 
the waistline. 
To an Engineer, a home ec is an 
unmathematical creature with a head 
full of recipes and pattern layouts. 
To an Ag, a home ec is a feather-
brain who doesn't realize that the 
wool that she sheds ·in fibers lab 
comes from an animal. To the science 
major, a home ec is someone who 
thinks beakers are for boiling coffee. 
To a vet med student a home ec is 
a pysiologist who thinks a humerus 
is funny. But Ag or Scientist, he 
knows that a home ec is what he's 
looking for - a perfect wife. 
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Meet the GE 
as Farmers 
Shorts, leather suspenders, and school books 
carried in leather knapsacks are often seen. 
by Sandra Cruickshank 
Sports are important to youngsters both in and out of school. Here my ten year old brother leaps a 
homemade hurdle, one o{ a set of three he has put together for fun and practice on nice afternoons. 
G ERMANY . . . America . . . so 
alike and yet so different. For 
two months this summer I lived with 
a family in Germany under the Ex-
periment in International Living, a 
program based on the conviction 
that personal relationships between 
people are the foundation for inter-
national understanding. 
I lived as the daughter of a Ger-
man family, learning how to think 
and act as they do, growing to appre-
ciate their values and their way of 
life. Housekeeping and marketing 
were done each morning. Dairy 
products, vegetables, and baker 
goods are bought in different shops. 
Each family has a vegetable garden, 
some fruit, and flowers. 
Much of what we ate came from 
our garden. Other foods we could 
buy cheaply from relatives in the 
country. The only refrigerator we 
h ad was the pantry. In preparing a 
meal, everything was placed on the 
table on serving plates. These are put 
back in the pantry after each meal, 
and when the supply runs low, more 
are added. 
For each meal, we had three dif-
ferent kinds of bread with tomatoes, 
two kinds of sausage, cheese, and 
bacon strips. The bread was spread 
with butter and the topping added. 
This open face style is eaten with a 
fork . At breakfast we had homemade 
jam. Lunch was usually the hot meal 
of the day with cooked vegetables or 
soup and meat which could be veal 
or any one of a variety of wursts. At 
supper we had hard boiled eggs. My 
rman People 
and Friends 
family bought 72 eggs every two 
weeks from a small egg farm in the 
country. At meals it was quite proper 
to let the hand and wrist of your 
left hand rest on the table. In fact, 
the hostess may think you don't ap-
preciate her meal if you don't have 
both hands on the table! 
Cleaning house was as simple as 
fixing a meal. The entire process of 
dusting, sweeping the floor, airing 
and making the beds, and cleaning 
the bathroom took about one hour 
each Thursday morning. Friday the 
kitchen was scrubbed and the shelves 
cleaned and straightened. Saturday 
the living and dining rooms were 
swept and dusted. 
Because of the rains this summer, 
most of the crops in our area had 
to be harvested by hand. Some of 
the grass crops had been hit so badly 
that they were down and not worth 
much. Most of the smaller villages 
own farm machinery on a coopera-
tive basis. 
The farms are made up of plots 
five to seven acres. The farmer will 
own several unconnected plots. The 
reason for this is that through the 
years, the land is passed on to chil-
dren and grandchildren who split it 
up and pass it on to their children. 
The land is a part of the family and 
the people would rather work land 
their ancestors had farmed than to 
divide the land proportionately. 
Because of the low and level 
topography of the country in the 
north running into the Alps in the 
south, there is a difference in agri-
culture. Most evident to the traveler 
A German farmer and his horse are en joying 
a rare pause in the day's work. The net 
over the horse's ears guard against flies. 
(Turn to page 24) 
These agricultural pictures are similar to American rural scenes except for the hand work. Often there is a 
Holstein cow hitched to the wagon instead of a horse and hand tools are used instead of motor-driven machines. 
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Careful planning of small details can do much to create the desired feeling in any 
room. Miss O'Bryan has made effective use of simple screens, a Japanese lantern and 
colored bottles. 
Create 'With 
Miss Edna O'Bryan relaxes in her 
apartment. Miss O'Bryan's apartment 
is proof that she practices what she 
preaches about beauty through simpli-
city and good taste. h)' Jill Gaylord 
Horne Economics SophomoTe 
B E IT APARTMENT or house, the first home of 
the career person or young married couple is 
usually small. A limited budget often adds to the 
furnishing and decorating problem. Lack of space 
and financial resources is limiting, but also it can 
provide real incentive for the use of ingenuity and 
careful purchasing. 
Positive proof of creativity in decorating comes 
from a visit to the home of Miss Edna O'Bryan, De-
partment of Applied Art. In decorating her home 
her aim was to create something individual rather 
than expensive. Her home is one of inconspicuous 
and quiet good taste achieved through simple lines 
and quiet colors. These remain pleasing to the eye 
for much longer than do elaborate or startling effects, 
Miss O'Bryan explains. 
Miss O'Bryan's first suggestion for decorating a 
small home is to use a unified color scheme through-
out. A change in color or value creates a line, and 
lines break up a space, making it seem smaller than 
it actually is. In her home, Miss O'Bryan used a light 
gray wall with yellow and some greenish blue. The 
effect of spaciousness is achieved not only by the 
continuity of wall color, but also because it is light 
and neutral. 
In furniture selection, Miss O'Bryan suggests you 
choose inexpensive pieces of good design. The first 
home is usually temporary, and you will want new 
furniture when you move to a larger home. 
The furniture for a small home should be small 
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in scale. Large, heavy pieces will dominate the room 
and make it appear smaller. Well designed furniture 
may be found at low prices by the person who is 
willing to take time to shop around for pieces em-
ploying basic art principles. 
Unusual draperies or curtains are relatively easy 
and inexpensive to sew. You can create an original 
effect with an unusual fabric or applied design. Miss 
O'Bryan's living room draperies employ a repeated 
design of a flat tassle of white yarn on a loosely 
woven yellow fabric. They are simple, yet striking. 
The use of strategically placed screens, rather than 
an actual wall or door, blocks the view into a room 
or private area without cutting up the space too 
much. Miss O'Bryan uses two which are simply con-
structed of boards nailed together to form an accord-
ian pleated structure and then painted - both clever 
and inexpensive. Another effect can be created by 
covering wooden frames with fabric or wallpaper and 
hinging several of these frames together. 
These small details do much to give a room the 
desired mood or feeling. A comment on the two 
graceful, solid-colored Japanese lanterns suspended 
from the ceiling in her bedroom brought a suggestion 
that a white lantern can effectively replace the ordi-
nary-looking glass bowl covering most ceiling lights. 
Once you begin thinking, you can come up with 
unusual ideas of your own. Let your living quarters 
reflect your ingenuity and abilities, always remember-
ing that simple good taste is your goal. 
H omemaher and Agriculturist 
A LlTTLE planning, a small area around the 
house, and some time in the summer added to-
gether can give you a delightful garden for the home 
you hope to have in the not-too-distant future. 
The Ted Sands of Ames have one of those gardens 
that stops the passer-by for a second look. The Sands, 
who live on a corner lot of a regular city street, have 
one-half acre of unique and colorful flowers and 
plants throughout the growing season. 
The Sands' half acre was a field of tall grass when 
they moved there 20 years ago, but each year they 
have expanded their garden until now they have 10 
flower beds and a host of interesting plants. Changes 
continue to be made, even if just a border expansion. 
The Sands have color in their informal garden, 
which is a square developing into an "L," from the 
time the first bulbous flower blooms in the spring 
until the last chrysanthemum withers away in the 
autumn winds. The beds are planted so that when 
one group of flowers dies another group carries on. 
Above: 
The Ted Sands, 604 Agg, have ere· 
ated exterior beauty on their corner 
lot with cat·eful planning and hard 
work. 
Right: 
The Sands' one-half acre is planted 
and arranged so that as one season 
passes to another the garden is al· 
ways a colorful setting for backyard 
picnics and get·togethers. 
by Jackie Andre 
Home Economics junior 
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Brightly colored roses, daisies, and p etunias catch 
the passer-by's eye in the summer in the front area 
while chrysanthemums carry the color into the fall. 
Around the square in the back yard are beds that 
have tulips, Japanese and Siberian iris, Oriental pop-
pies, roses, and peonies in the spring followed by 
glads, zinnias and dahlias in the summer. The Sands 
again use chrysanthemums to achieve color in the 
fall. 
Around the house are more flower varieties in-
cluding madera, which has small white flowers, phlox, 
which has a light violet blossom, baby's breath, which 
is a tiny light blue flower, and four o'clocks, which, 
like the name implies, have four red-purple petals 
which open late in the afternoon. For borders, violets, 
which resemble small pansies, ageratum, a light blue-
violet flower, and chives, the edible onion-like plant 
are used. 
A new addition to the garden is a patio, the scene 
of many summer barbeques. To complete this setting 
the Sands have added pink window geraniums and a 
grapefruit plant placed in a tub. The grapefruit 
plant grew from a small seed from one of the family 
member's breakfast fruit. 
Twenty years ago, in thinking of the future, one of 
the first things the Sands planted was trees- four 
apple, one cherry, a blue spruce, and a Douglas fir. 
Today these trees are quite stately and the fruit trees 
save on the grocery bill during the year. They have 
added other shrubs, a crab-apple tree, and black 
maple, which turns a deep yellow in the fall. 
This picturesque garden doesn 't just "happen " 
each season. Although a lot of the planning comes 
from experience, the Sands also use various magazines, 
books, and college publications on gardening for new 
ideas. After the plans are formulated Mr. Sands or-
ders seed from cataloges and buys the remaining plants 
form the local nursery. 
The real work begins in the spring with the spade, 
the hoe, the spray can, and time handy. Mr. Sands 
spends about an hour each morning working in the 
garden, as well as, Saturday afternoons- but this is 
his hobby. 
Perhaps you will want to investigate the possibilities 
that your future home's grounds will offer and will 
want to make your home an outdoor living room of 
color and interest. lt takes only a little planning and 
some Saturday afternoons. 
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MARKETING 
Investigates 
By Ken Krause 
Few people realize the various steps that arc in-
volved in getting the raw product to the consumer. 
FARM PRODUCTS rise a great deal in value as they move 
from the farm to the consumer, be-
cause of the cost of marketing serv-
ices required to get them to con-
sumers. On the average, the costs of 
such services make up more than 
half of the prices consumers pay for 
farm products. 
Farmers, marketing firms, and 
consumers have a sharp interest in 
these costs - the farmer because of 
their effect on his sales; consumers 
because higher food prices can pinch 
their purchases and pocketbook. 
Marketing costs have risen year by 
year for more than a decade. This 
trend poses a m ajor question. Can 
new cost-savings be found to offset 
or slow down this rise, or will retail 
prices of farm products continue up-
ward to the point of restricting sales? 
You as a college graduate may work 
in one of the areas of cost-savings. 
For instance you make work as a 
research scientist in quality control. 
Quality is one of the major keys to 
success in marketing farm commodi-
ties. 
It affects prices, sales volume of 
marketing, and the consumer's de-
rison to buy or not to buy a particu-
lar product. 
But quality is an elusive thing. 
The quality of a product may be 
high at the time of harvest by the 
farmer, but be greatly reduced by 
the time it goes through the mar-
keting chain. 
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Here, you as a research scientist 
would be concerned with one of three 
major areas of study- all related to 
reducing spoilage. These methods 
are: 
1) Developing methods for pre-
venting and controlling insects and 
microorganisms that attack farm 
products in marketing channels. 
2) Avoiding damage and spoilage 
by finding improved methods of 
handling, packaging, and holding 
products in storage, transit, and dis-
tribution. 
3) Finding ways of measuring 
quality in agricultural products that 
lead to better and more accurate 
grading. 
Quality losses occur in most com-
modities throughout the marketing 
process. Many of these losses are of a 
biological nature caused by diseases 
or insects that attack the product 
after it has been produced. Losses 
are also caused by chemical and 
physical changes within the food it-
self,_ influenced by temperature, hu-
midity, and other factors. 
During the past several years, 
marketing research scientists have 
proved that a significant part of the 
spoilage loss suffered in the market-
ing processes can be prevented or 
controlled. It's easy to see that the 
more spoilage that occurs, the higher 
will be the cost of marketing farm 
products. 
Research that leads to ways and 
means of reducing this spoilage 
means a higher quality product in 
retail stores that is more attractive 
and satisfying to the consumer. This 
is a goal of both producers and 
marketers. 
Marketing research working • on 
spoilage control include pathologists 
who study decay, spotting dis.color-
ation, and other types of spoilage in 
Homemaker and Agriculturist 
RESEARCH 
QUALITY LOSS 
marketing channels; horticulturists 
and engineers, who study tempera-
ture, humidity and other require-
ments of fruit and vegetables in 
storage and transit; and others who 
study the chemical and physical 
changes that lead to quality reduc-
tion of plant and animal products 
after they leave the farm. 
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This graph illustrates the cost of marketing 
services compared to that of farm value. It 
is readily seen that the value of the raw 
product rises a great deal from the time it 
leaves the farm to the time it reaches the 
consumr. On the average the cost of market-
ing services make up more than hal[ of 
the price that consumers will have to pay. 
Entomologists work on methods to 
prevent insect damage in marketing, 
and chemists are employed to work 
on new insecticides and residue 
problems in handling farm products. 
Still other specialists study grading, 
washing, drying, and packaging to 
determine the causes of mechanical 
damage done by machinery. 
Packaging materials and types of 
packages are studied to determine 
their protective qualities. Loss of 
grade in processed turkeys, for ex-
ample, is of serious economic con-
cern to turkey processors. Reasons 
for the losses are many. Too often 
bruises, broken bones, and torn skins 
result from struggles of the birds 
during their removal from coops or 
during shackling, sticking, and bleed-
ing. To reduce losses from these 
causes, researchers have recommended 
completely immobilizing the birds by 
gassing them with carbon dioxide in 
the processing line. 
Tremendous interest has been 
aroused in the grain trade by recent 
tests that demonstrate how fumigants 
can be distributed uniformly through 
a mass of grain by adapting me-
chanical aeration systems to circu-
late the gas. Coupled with the elimi-
nation of the age old process of 
turning t):le grain by moving it phys-
ically - through the air, this discovery 
can be of major importance in re-
ducing storage costs of grain and at 
the same time maintaining its quali-
ty. 
Another area of marketing research 
that you might work in is concerned 
with up-to-date facilities, equipment, 
layout, and work methods in order 
to hold clown the costs of handling 
at each step in the marketing chan-
nel. 
In their path from the farm to the 
consumer, farm products move 
through a succession of facilities -
packing sheds, livestock auctions, 
grain elevators, processing plants., 
storage houses, wholesale food dis-
tribution. Such facilities must be in 
the right place, properly designed, 
adequate in size, and properly 
equipped and operated. 
As production areas change, vol-
ume increases, transportation meth-
ods shift, and wage rates go up. Old 
market facilities must be modified 
and new facilities built. 
The area of marketing research is 
fabulous. It's up to you to choose a 
particular phase and train yourself 
for it. 
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For Latest News 
and the Record . . . 
R. H. HAHNE • • • of the Great 
MEAT Breed o·f Cattle 
ANGUS 
READ and 
ADVERTISE 
in the 
ABERDEEN ANGUS JOURNAL 
The official Publication of the America·n Angus Association 
R. H. HAHNE, EDITOR 
PHONE TEMPLE 24034 WEBSTER CITY, IOWA 
FOR RATES ON ADVERTISING AND SUBSCRIPTIONS .•. WRITE US 
Homemaker and Agriculturist 
51115 
To our future homemakers . .. 
whether you're furnishing a room 
or your entire home-
come to Davidsons. 
We have more of everything 
for every home . .. in any price range. 
STEPHENSON'S FAMOUS FOR FABRICS 
Conveniently located 
opposite campus 
103 Welch Dial CE 2-3615 
~--
A NEW YEAR . . . THERE ARE 
A New 
Hair-do 
Anew 
beautiful you 
Something wonderful happens 
when our experts give you a 
distinctive new coiffure. Your 
hair looks so much lovelier . . . 
and so do you! Call now for 
your appointment. 
2s2s u.~~~erson' 5 c•2-2153 J 
BooKS and BooKS 
We have all kinds 
Shop our Book Department for 
REFERENCE BOOKS 
COLLEGE OUTLINE SERIES 
HUMOROUS BOOKS 
COOK BOOKS 
CHILDRENS BOOKS for all ages 
W e gladly special order any book not in 
stock. 
2424 Lincolnway CE 2-7665 
same food- same place- day in ... day out? 
january, 1959 
is tlhis your story? 
Variety is your solution 
TREAT YOURSELF OFTEN AT • • • 
For Goodness Sake, 
Eat Here Often 
2418 Lincoln Way Dial CE 2-9781 
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1s the fact that the farmer in the 
north has Holstein cows while the 
one in the south has Brown Swiss. 
The cows -compare on a high level 
to our average farm herd. However, 
the Brown Swiss are a little different 
in conformation. They have more of 
the beef characteristics than our 
good dairy cows do. The majority of 
the bull calves are sold as vealers 
while the heifers are kept in the 
family herd. 
Northern Germany lists potatoes, 
and sugar beets as important prod-
ucts while southern Germany spe-
cializes in vineyards. The grass crops 
of rye, wheat, barley, oats, and hay 
are important all over the country. 
Germany has many hogs, but few 
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DAIRY CATTLE 
PUREBRED DAIRY CAT-
TLE ASSOCIATION 
Bill Maynard, Secretary 
1930 Hawthorne, Waterloo, Ia. 
Holrteins 
HAWKEYE DAIRY FARM 
Ronald Chapman 
Ruthven, Iowa 
Jerseys 
EOGENE JERSEY FARM 
E. J. Scala 
Tama, Iowa 
REEF CATTLE 
Angus 
EVAN SAGE 
Route 3, Waterloo, Iowa 
sheep. Poultry products are largely 
imported. 
Most of the fami lies I talked to 
have lost faith in politics. Because 
their parents were promised so much 
by Hitler and all they got was a war 
ravaged country, the young Germans 
are determined not to have the same 
thing happen to them. Of the ll 
young people whom I knew only l 
would bring up the subject of poli-
tics. Only half of the others knew 
enough for a discussion. 
The first week I was there we dis-
cussed integration, education, music, 
and the comparative economic sys-
tems. Visiting in the schools, I dis-
cussed American sports., TVA, gang-
sters, and why I was in Germany. 
Some Leading 
Iowa Livestock 
BREEDERS 
Herefords 
BLANCHARD AND 
KRACHT 
B. E. Blanchard and Son 
3% Miles S. E. Chari'ton, Iowa 
ENGLISH VALLEYS 
HEREFORD FARM 
Leo Bucher and Sons 
South English , Iowa 
ROMBERG HEREFORDS 
D. C. Romberg and Son 
Keota, Iowa 
Polled Herefords 
CURRAN STOCK FARMS 
Leigh R. Curran 
Mason City, Iowa 
SWINE 
Durocs 
CECIL J. HUGHES 
AND SONS 
Route 3, Iowa City, Iowa 
Quick-Date Time 
Refreshments 
Home Broiled Steaks 
Fountain Specialties 
Choice Sandwiches 
Hot Chocolate & Coffee 
RAINBOW 
COFFEE SHOP 
Fifth and Kellogg Dial CE 2-9806 
SHEEP 
Corriedales 
BLANCHARD AND 
KRACHT 
B. E. Blanchard and Son 
3% Miles S. E. Chariton, Iowa 
EVAN SAGE 
Route 3, Waterloo, Iowa 
KEN-RU FARM 
Ken and Ruth Wagner 
West Liberty, Iowa 
Suffolks 
BLANCHARD AND 
KRACHT 
B. E. Blanchard and Son 
3% Miles S. E. Chariton, Iowa 
Homemaker and Agriculturist 
YOUNG * agriculture is the backbone of America! 
MEN 
with 
a 
Farm 
and a 
YOUR SIGN OF 
OPPORTUNITY! 
I 
Background 
College Degree 
are eligible for a great future with 
Iowa's Largest Farm Organization . 
If you are ambitious and want a position that permits you to show 
initiative here is your opportunity. You will be workng with and for 
rural people in one of the top farm states. If you can qualify you can 
start on the road that has meant success and security to many others. 
* *WRITE IMMEDIATELY TO THE FIELD SERVICE DIVISION, Iowa Farm Bureau Federation, Tenth and 
Grand, Des Moines 9, Iowa. 
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by Donna Read 
Home Economics Sophomore 
A BOWL OF POPCORN and a crisp apple has become as popu-
lar a combination as pork and beans; but here are some ideas 
to change that food cliche into a unique entertaining treat. 
First some facts about the varieties of popcorn available and 
the popping ability of the corn. 
Yellow and white popcorn are the two main types available on 
the market. The white hybrid popcorn is free of the hull and usu-
ally more tender than the yellow variety, but the yellow hybrid is 
popular on the market, too. 
The popping ability or the volume of popcorn produced is 
found to vary due to the moisture content of the corn. The prob-
lem of the homemaker is to maintain the desired moisture content 
(14% for the highest popping volume) of the popcorn. The corn 
should be stored in the home in an air-tight container such as a 
covered fruit jar and kept in a cool, dry place. 
In preparing ordinary popcorn you get best results when ad-
ding three times as much popcorn as cooking (salad) oil. Heat 
oil to from 350-400 degrees Fahrenheit before adding the corn and 
continue to heat until corn is popped. 
To keep your popcorn "file" up to date, here are some old and 
new ideas to serve your guests when they say "Please, pass the pop-
corn." 
MARSHMALLOW POPCORN 
BALLS 
6 tbsp. popcorn 
marshmallows 
2 tbsp. butter 
Melt marshmallows in butter. Pour 
over popcorn and form into balls. 
SUGAR POPCORN 
2 tbsp. lard 
4 tbsp. sugar 
6 tbsp. popcorn 
Heat lard and sugar. Add popcorn 
and pop as for regular popcorn. Use 
a lower temperature to keep the su· 
gar from turning dark and bitter. 
Properly prepared this popcorn has 
a light sugar coating and is crisp. 
MOLASSES POPCORN BALLS 
\0 cup molasses 
Y-4 cup corn syrup 
Y2 tsp. vinegar 
l tbsp. butter 
l qt. popped corn 
Cook molasses, corn syrup, vinegar 
over direct heat to 275° F, or until 
a drop in cold water becomes brittle. 
Remove syrup from heat and add 
butter. Pour over popped corn. Let 
stand a few minutes. Shape into 6 
balls. 
CHOCOLATE POPCORN 
Y2 cup chocolate syrup 
I qt. popped corn 
Pour chocolate syrup over hot popped 
corn. Try this for a most unusual fla-
vor treat. 
~ 
Since popcorn is not quite so tasty when cold here are some 
ideas for left-over popcorn. Some like to add milk to left-over pop-
corn and eat it as cereal. Some use popcorn with parmesian cheese 
as a colorful garnish for hot soups. You may also use the left-over 
corn in creating centerpieces and other table decorations. Popcorn 
can even be used to send your fragile pastries safely to some far off 
destination. When sending fragile cakes to friends, pack in cello-
phane and place in box adding popcorn to fill spaces and to prevent 
slipping and sliding around in the box. 
/JttJJ-Ilih j 
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More Reductions 
In Our 
SEMI- ANNUAL CLEARANCE 
OF 
LADIES SHOES 
Save Up To 500fo On These Famous Names 
• Town & Boston 
• Sandler of Boston 
• Golo of Dunmore 
• Debtowners 
• Jolene' 
TOWN & COUNTRY - --- Were $12.95 To $14.95 
High Heels 
and 
Mid Hi Heels NOW$ 8 2 Pairs For 
$15 
TOWN & COUNTRY 
january, 1959 
Sandler of Boston 
Debtowners 
Jolene' 
- - - - Were $7.95 To $11.95 
NOW 
Wedgies- Sport Flats -
Dress Flats - Loafers 
All Sales Final 
No Refunds 
No E.xchanges 
/JttJJ-Ililt j 
1cct,_.,ear 
2544 Lincolnway Campustown 
2 Pairs 
For 
$9 
No Phone 
Calls Please 
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Tempting 
Delicious 
A Hearty Fare 
For Food at Its Best 
THE GRID 
SHELDON MUNN HOTEL 
START THE NEW YEAR 
OUT RIGHT 
Now's the time to clean winter 
clothes; coats, jackets, suits, dress-
es, and sweaters. 
Take advantage of our STA-NU 
process for brighter clothes and 
longer lasting press. 
Ames Pantorium 
410 Douglas CE 2-4502 
This beautiful hair style adapted to 
you gives charm and refreshment 
and captivates all critics- and sud-
denly as the head turns a unique 
back appears giving turn around 
balance to your smart silhouette. 
MAX /HARRIMAN 
hailt~ 
619 Main Dial CE 2-5305 
_I 
To put you in gear 
for a GOODYEAR 
Archie's own shop lies near. 
Make your feet match the mood 
Have them properly shoed 
By resolving to have them fixed here. 
GOODYEAR SHOE REPAIR 
107 Welch, Campustown 
~------~--~---
1 Valentine's Day 
: 
isn't far away. 
Give your Sweet-
heart a picture 
that he (or she) 
will cherish. Have 
your picture taken 
now so it will be 
ready when you 
want it. Why not 
give a beautiful 
color-portrait. 
Hill's Studio 
2530 Lincoln Way Dial CE 2-4570 
or whimsY • 
Romance in a 
ou want 
whatever Y 'II find 
• e card, you 
Valentin . seleclion. 
. our w,de it 10 
2404 Lincolnway CE 2-5175 
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Some new-fangled uses for 
Ag Waste Products 
By Jim Stayner 
P EANUTS ARE used in a variety 
of foods and can usually be 
identified by taste. But, not too 
many people recognize cloth made 
out of peanut hulls. 
Fonner agricultural waste prod-
ucts such as casein, peanut hulls, and 
the short fibers left on cottonseeds 
after ginning are now being utilized 
for protein to make artificial fibers. 
Even dairy and beef cattle are 
being fed products made from the 
former waste products of the citrus 
industry. 
One of the most recent plans ad-
vanced for utilizing surplus grain is 
to convert it to ethyl alcohol for use 
in internal combustion engines. 
Why do we need to discover these 
uses for waste products from agri-
cultural industries? Many of our 
natural resources and raw material 
supplies have been reduced alarm-
ingly. Some natural resources, like 
wood, require many years for re-
plenishment. Centuries are needed 
to produce coal and petroleum, but 
agricultural residues are renewed 
annually in the production of food, 
feed and fiber. 
Other agricultural residues are the 
materials that remain after the de-
sired grain, seed, fruit or primary 
fiber has been removed from a plant. 
Here again, fibers for cloth can be 
made from such wastes as straw, 
stalks and even nutshells. 
More than 400,000 tons of straw 
are used in the Middle West each 
January, 1959 
Distilled animal fat is one 
of the waste products which 
is being added to plastics. 
year to produce strawboard for corrugating. 
This strawboard is used for protecting glass-
ware and other delicate articles during ship-
ment. Ground corn meal is used in many soaps, 
particularly hand soaps to increased their dirt-
removing efficiency. 
About 400,000 tons of seed-flax is processed 
annually to provide the paper for practically 
all of the cigarette paper used in this country. 
Paper with excellent surface and printing 
characteristics is now being made from wheat 
and rye straw. 
Inedible wastes of the poultry industry are 
being converted into foods which 
contain food values similar to those 
of large meat animals. In the past 
these wastes have had a limited use 
as fertilizer, and in the pharmaceuti-
cal and industrial fields. 
Science has now opened the way 
for these poultry wastes to be used 
for su ch things as adhesives, foams 
for fighting oil fires, plastics and 
agents for binding rubber cement to 
cellulose. The offal of the poultry 
packing houses can also be used for 
hog feed, food for cats and dogs, and 
for fur animals. Proper blending of 
poultry viscera can be made for use 
as a substitute for horse meat in 
feeds. 
Corncobs have caused disposal 
problems to midwest farmers recent-
ly. Oil and bottle gas have replaced 
the "cob-burner" stoves and tank 
heaters on most farms. Ground corn-
cobs can now be used for cleaning 
furs because of their high oil ab-
sorbing capacity. 
The treated lint fibers mesh 
and help to reinforce the 
other ingredients in paper. 
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Summer Extension Trainees 
by Gail Devens 
Home Economics Sophomore 
C/aJJroom • td 
W HAT IS IT to be an extension trainee for a 
summer in one of Iowa's counties? 
It 's helping 4-H members give a demonstration that 
wins a blue ribbon a t the state fair. 
It's finding your pajamas on top of the flagpole 
at 4-H camp. 
It's meeting dozens of families eager to learn and 
accept what you say. 
It's learning the "ropes" of extension from a county 
extension director, a youth assistant or a home econ-
omist. 
Ask Jeannine Buehler, H. Ec. Sr., what it was like 
last summer in Grundy County as a trainee, and that's 
what she'll tell you. Or, ask any of the 40 Home Eco-
nomics or Agriculture juniors who worked in coun-
ties throughout Iowa as extension trainees, and their 
answers probably wouldn't be too different. 
When a trainee goes into a county at the beginning 
of a summer it doesn't take long to feel right at home, 
Jeannine says. She was welcomed right into all the 
community activities. 
She found that her work also gave her no time to 
feel ill at ease. Soon after Jeannine arrived in the 
county, the full-time home economist took a two-
week trip, and Jeannine assumed her duties as well 
as learned her own job. 
A common expression describing extension is "your 
county is your classroom." Extens.ion personnel are 
"extending" Iowa State College to the people in the 
state of Iowa, and this large-scale teaching program 
takes extension workers into every home and to every 
fami ly of a county. 
J eannine did some of her extending by helping 
4-H girls with their demonstrations. As the director 
of these productions she was on hand with infor-
mation concerning facts and techniques of demon-
strating. She said it was a real thrill to see some of 
the girls she had helped win blue ·ribbons at the 
state fair. One experience didn' t seem as bright when 
two girls completed their demonstration, turned 
30 
around and promptly tipped a dishpan full of water 
over the stage. A few consoling words and a blue 
ribbon helped to ease the embarrassment. 
Jeannine found that "extending" also included 
writing columns for newspapers and other publi-
cations. She became acquainted with radio through 
interviews and discuss.ions. Other trainees completely 
or partially planned programs for television. 
Having regular office hours was something new to 
J eannine. While in the office she learned of other 
phases of extension - filling out records, resources 
available from the college or in the county office, the 
meaning of extension law, and extension philosophies. 
Each trainee must take on a special project during 
the summer. She must plan the project from the be-
ginning, taking care of all arrangements, correspond-
ence, and preparations. Jeannine was responsible for 
the style show in h er county. She planned each detail 
with a smooth final performance in mind. 
A part of each summer is 4-H Camp. Jeannine 
found it was a different experience to go as a trainee. 
But her problems in leading singing or discussions, 
or teaching were doubled, for the first morning of 
camp she opened her mouth to speak and nothing 
happened. A severe case of laryngitis left her with 
little to say. Happily, her voice returned in time for 
4-H convention. 
Her experience ranged from working with the In-
ternational Farm Youth Exchange (IFYE) student 
who was staying in the county to making stall cards 
for animal exhibits at the county fair. She worked 
with 4-H'ers, parents, judges, and extension person-
nel. She talked to hundreds through a radio broad-
cast and met people on personal visits to homes. She 
slept through a rain storm in a tent at 4-H Camp and 
hunted for her pajamas in a dorm at Iowa State Col-
lege. 
What is it to be an extension trainee? 
It's fun, work, and experience packed into one. 
HomemakeT and AgTicultuTist 
I'I.#Jdel PDW-103 
* ROLLS ANYWHERE, over rugs and 
door sills! Picks up everything, even 
pots and pans ... rolls to sink ... rolls 
to cabinets for unloading. 
*POWER-TEMP DRIES with fan-
forced heated air ... even glasses glisten! 
*PORCELAIN-ENAMELED tub and 
inner lid ... self-cleaning; won't peel, 
scratch, stain. 
* STORES ANYWHERE ... ROLL 
ABOUT is only 23 inches wide. 
WESTINGHOUSE ~-& 
DESI-LUCY ~ 
~ ~ ~)· .. ~ orl1\&Jues 
NEW! 
ROLLS ANYWHERE, 
POWER-TEMP DRIES, 
NEEDS NO 
INSTALLATION! 
DOES THE COMPLETE JOB! 
EXCLUSIVE 
HOT WATER BOOSTER 
Automatically heats and main-
tains hot water at 140° for Sure-
Temp washing and final rinsing. 
Water circulation during 
booster heating period power-
soaks the whole load. Every-
thing comes out spotless, sani-
tary-clean. 
YOUCANBESURE ••. IFITSWesting,house . 
WATCH "WESTINGHOUSE LUCILLE BALL · DE SI ARNAZ SHOWS" CBS TV MONDAYS 
lOW A ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER COMPANY 
january, 1959 31 
I 
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Congratulations . • • 
Home Ec' s and Agriculturists 
On Your Combined Issue 
• • • 
COME TO THE 
NEW EXCITING!! 
' ' II 
;_H-ave :Jafent, Wff :lrauef" 
Feb. 13 
Feb. 19 
A Big Eight Talent Show 
Acts from 
Iowa State 
University of Kansas 
University of Missouri 
Oklahoma 
Kansas State 
University of Nebraska 
7:15 and 9:15 
Also 
The Star Liters 
Brass 'n Ivory 
Tap Dancer 
Ballad Singer 
Vocal Soloist 
Comedy Act 
Magician 
Vocal Quartet 
Vocal Duet 
Pianist 
Vocal Trio 
Guitar 
50c 
Four Freshmen 7:00 and 8:45 
MEMORIAL UNION 
At the Heart of the Campus 
Homemaker and Agriculturist 
N!.l! I!!.!A power spreading costs you less than 
automatic transmission for your car 
Now, shift to power spreading with a NEW IDEA. 
NEw IDEA PTO spreaders, with their big tires, let you 
spread in wet, icy weather ... on soft, slippery fields ... 
over hilly terrain. Built to spread efficiently every day of 
the year. 
You handle bigger loads. You save yourself time and 
labor. With NEW IDEA you have five spreading rates for 
each forward tractor speed plus throw-out clutch for easy 
cleanout and pile unloading ... all controlled from your 
tractor seat. 
Which power spreader is best for you? NEw IDEA offers 
the big 95-bu. PTO spreader for average farms . __ the 
giant 125-bu. PTO spreader with forage box sides avail-
able, for large feeder and dairy operations. Famous NEw 
IDEA ground-driven spreaders available with 70-bu., 75-bu., 
or 95-bu. capacity. You can buy any NEw IDEA spreader 
with new or used tires. Best and most complete line of 
spreaders on the market today. Full year guarantee on 
every one. 
Remember, more farmers buy 1Ew IDEA spreaders than 
any other make. Let your NEw IDEA dealer show you why. 
NEw I»EA SPREADERS 
SHRED FINER • SPREAD WIDER 
LAST LONGER 
Write for free literature! 
N!J! 1!!..!..& FARM EQUIPMENT COMPANY Division A~o Distributing Corp., Dept. 886, Coldwater, Ohio 
New 6-cyllnder Farmall 560 
gives you exclusive Multi-Range 
power for faster farming at lower 
cost. Both 4 and 5-plow Farmall 
and International tractors have 
smooth, powerful 6-cylinder 
gas, diesel or LP gas engines. 
0 I • E E D. •• 
with this great new world of IH power! 
6 power sizes ... 10 to 60 hp 
Hitch your farming to the most versatile tractor power 
ever built! See how new Farmall® and International® 
tractors can help you get ahead faster-in the field and 
financially! New Multi-Range 6-cylinder power ..• 
faster, more powerful hydraulics ••• 2 and 3-point 
Traction-Control Fast-Hitch with new Tel-A-Depth 
control ... new low-profile convenience ... plus often-
imitated but never-duplicated Torque-Amplifier-these 
are typical advancements that can make you a 
BIGGER man on a new IH tractor. 
New faster-acting Internal hy-
draulics, for 3, 4, and 5-plow Farmall and 
International tractors speed big implement 
control. This is the new Farmall 460 tractor. 
New 3-point Traction-Control Fast-
Hitch, for International 340 Utility and 
other IH 2 and 3-plow tractors, mounts 
most 3-point tools ... gives unequaled work. 
New low profile design. You mount 
this Farmall 240, and all other IH 2 and 
3-plow tractors, with one easy step •• , 
Enjoy new comfort and steering ease. 
Call your IH dealer for an exciting new tractor driving experience! 
Get behind the wheel of a new Farmall or International tractor that fits your needs-10 to 
60 hp! Discover dozens of new IH advantages from the driver's seat! 
See Your 
INTERNATIONAL H A R V E 5 T E R Dealer 
International Harvester products pay for themselves in use-Farm Tractors and Equipment . .. Twine . . . Commercial Wheel Tractors 
• . . Motor Trucks ... Construction Equipment-General Office, Chicago 1, Illinois 
